
SELF-LOCKING HOOKS - BKL
WITH BRONZE BUSHINGS (SWIVEL EYE TYPE)

*Design factor 4:1 Proof tested and certified
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SELF-LOCKING HOOKS - LKBK
SWIVEL EYE GRIP LATCH (WITH BALL BEARINGS)

*Design factor 4:1 Proof tested and certified
**Grade 100 hooks have recessed trigger
Note: hook may not be swiveled when under load SELF-LOCKING HOOKS - BKLK

WITH BALL BEARINGS (SWIVEL EYE TYPE)

*Design factor 4:1 Proof tested and certified
**Grade 100 hooks have reced trigger

https://www.carpenterrigging.com/
http://www.gunnebojohnson.com/


OBLONG MASTER LINK - MF

An all in one fitting, combining master link, connector and shortening
function for single leg sling.

MASTER GRAB TYPE MG

*Design factor 4

MASTER GRAB DUAL TYPE MGD

An all in one fitting, combining master link, connector and shortening
function for a two leg sling.

*Design factor 4

For 1,2, 3, or 4 leg chain slings when used with C-Grab and C-Lok
connectors

*Design factor 4

the
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http://www.gunnebojohnson.com/grabiq-advanced-chain-and-sling-systems/
https://www.carpenterrigging.com/


C-LOK TYPE CL

A connecting link used with MF, MFX, or MFH master links to attach one leg of chain.
Can also be used as an adjustable sliding choker. Fitting includes built-in chain pocket
for shortening or creating leg loops

C GRAB TYPE CG

*Design factor 4

C GRAB DUAL TYPE CGD

A connecting link used with MF, MFX, or MFH master links to attach
two legs of chain. Fitting includes built-in  chain pockets for shortening
or creating leg loops.

*Design factor 4

A connecting link used with MF, MFX, or MFH master links to attach
one leg of chain. The C-Lok can also be used at the bottom of a sling
as a sliding choker.

*Design factor 4
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http://www.gunnebojohnson.com/grabiq-advanced-chain-and-sling-systems/
https://www.carpenterrigging.com/


EGKN SLING HOOK

*Design factor 4

*Design factor 4:1
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OKE FOUNDRY HOOK (EYE TYPE)

GG GRAB HOOK (CLEVIS CRADLE TYPE)

*Design factor 4:1

http://www.gunnebojohnson.com/grabiq-advanced-chain-and-sling-systems/
https://www.carpenterrigging.com/


LBK SWIVEL EYE GRIP LATCH SELF-LOCKING HOOK (WITH
BRONZE BUSHING)

*Design factor 4
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GBK SELF LOCKING HOOK

*Design factor 4:1

LBK SWIVEL EYE GRIP LATCH SELF-LOCKING HOOK (WITH
BALL BEARINGS)

*Design factor 4:1

http://www.gunnebojohnson.com/grabiq-advanced-chain-and-sling-systems/
https://www.carpenterrigging.com/
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SINGLE LEG CHAIN SLING ASSEMBLIES

The sling type code is: name of component or assembly at top of sling and name of component at bottom of sling 
(e.g "MF-MF" is a single leg sling with a master link on each end, "TL3-ECKN" is a triple leg sling with a master link at the

top and a sling hook at the bottom)

Reference the
full library of
Gunnebo &

Grabiq Product
Literature here

https://www.carpenterrigging.com/
http://www.gunnebojohnson.com/grabiq-advanced-chain-and-sling-systems/
http://www.gunnebojohnson.com/resources/
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DOUBLE LEG CHAIN SLING ASSEMBLIES

Reference the
full llibrary of
Gunnebo &

Grabiq Product
Literature here

https://www.carpenterrigging.com/
http://www.gunnebojohnson.com/grabiq-advanced-chain-and-sling-systems/
http://www.gunnebojohnson.com/resources/
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TRIPLE LEG CHAIN SLING ASSEMBLIES

Reference the
full library of
Gunnebo &

Grabiq Product
Literature here

https://www.carpenterrigging.com/
http://www.gunnebojohnson.com/grabiq-advanced-chain-and-sling-systems/
http://www.gunnebojohnson.com/resources/
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TIPS FOR QUADRUPLE LEG CHAIN SLING ASSEMBLIES

It is a common practice, when possible, to keep all hooks in the same plane as the master link. This is easily accomplished

It is a common practice, when possible, to attach hooks so that latches point away from the master link.

Mixing GrabiQ fittings: Adding two additional chain links to the CL & CLD gives the same effective reach as CG &

A metal ID tag must always be attached to a chain sling, showing serial number, size, reach, Working Load Limit at

The reach of the sling is the length measured from the load-bearing surface of the master link to the load-bearing

Normally, the master link will have a maximum of two connecting links, CG, CGD, CL, or CLD. The maximum number of

A GrabiQ sling can never have more than four independent legs or two basket legs.

Attaching CG, CGD, CL, & CLD connectors to MF, MFX, & MTX Master Links: Insert the connector onto the master link at the

 CS – 1st install the solid retainer pin. 2nd Drive the smaller rolled spring keeper pin through the hole provided at a right

CP – 1st install the solid retainer pin. 2nd Drive the larger rolled spring keeper pin into the same hole, directly

on 1, 2, & 4 leg slings. It is not possible with 3-leg GrabiQ slings when single and dual fittings are mixed.
 

 

CGD. The MG & MGD have the same effective reach.
 

angle of lift and manufacturer.
 

surface of the hook or lower terminal (as shown in illustration).
 

connecting links that can ever be mounted on a single master link is three, when constructing a double leg basket.
 

 

engineered flat. C-Connecting links are normally attached to the master link using the Dismountable Connecting Set type CS or
the Permanent Connecting Set type CP. Each C-Connector includes one solid retainer pin, 1 larger rolled spring keeper pin and
1 smaller rolled spring keeper pin. When the dismountable connecting set is used the sling can be disassembled for repair. The
permanent connecting set cannot be disassembled for repair.
 

angle to the solid retainer pin. The fit should be very snug.

behind solid retainer pin. The fit should be very snug.

Reference the
full library of
Gunnebo &

Grabiq Product
Literature here

https://www.carpenterrigging.com/
http://www.gunnebojohnson.com/grabiq-advanced-chain-and-sling-systems/
http://www.gunnebojohnson.com/resources/

